Description: woodcut, 44.2 x 34.9 cm. An earlier edition printed by Sebastiano Combi was published in 1611 (Cat. 46). There are only a few minor differences between the two editions (frame, decorated letters L, slightly different imprint). On the left of the figure is a text in Italian with the incipit: "LE parti del corpo HI humano, cosi inte-H riori, come este-H riori sono l'istesso HI nel maschio, e nel-H la femina . . . " and on the right an explanatory text (numbered 1 to 8) with the incipit: "LA matrice, detta da Latini Vtero . . . ". On the amphora is inscribed: "Della donna le parti ver-ll gognose ll Come nel Maschio fan, ll ma queste fuori. ll Quelle di dentro la natu ll ra ascese". 1660 (Horstmanshoff (1996 ). The watermark dates the paper of this set to between 1680 and 1690. r a r a n d n f fĨs 1 p v l . In the only located copy of this broadsheet, in the Wellcome Library, the lower part and the imprint are missing. It was certainly published by Georg Lang: only Lang (Cat. 33, 39, 42, 45) , Rauch (Cat. 31) and Corthois (Cat. 41) used the spelling "Abcontrafectung" in the titles of their editions of the Vogtherr type of anatomical fugitive sheets; the accessory figure on the left representing "VESICA RENES" was printed from the same blocks used by Lang (the blocks were used before-and probably produced-by Hans Weygel (Cat. 22, 24, 29)); moreover, most of the letterpress used in this edition has also been used by Lang in his 1594 male fugitive sheet (Cat. 42). This broadside could be the female sheet of Cat. 42, although in the title Lang usually adopted the wording "Weibs Leib wie er inwendig gestalt ist".
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